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BigBite electronics: 
status for readiness review
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University of Connecticut
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Multiple goals to achieve:

 * Provide the electronics layout for all BigBite subsystems (with the help of the 
subsystem groups)

 * Assemble the detector package in the TED; BB calorimeter blocks to be tested 
(and gain matched)

 * Provide the layout for the BigBite trigger logic, assemble, connect to the 
calorimeter blocks, and test.

 * Determine the position of the BigBite weldment, BigBite front-end, and cable 
paths in the Hall.

 * Assemble all electronics together inside the weldment, commission detector with 
cosmics.

Scope of the project
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Manpower 
1 postdoc (myself, at 50% time)
JLab staff (Doug, Bogdan) for supervision

 1 high school intern (6h/ week during school year)
will look for more people

Have help from other subsystems working groups: 
Carlos, Todd (W&M): GRINCH
Kondo and UVA group: GEMs
Rachel & Glasgow group: Hodoscope

As subsystems come together, need to work as a team to integrate into DAQ

BigBite electronics manpower
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Current status / estimated completion time

 * Electronics layout => in progress
Mostly done: A partial, mostly complete layout (lack cabling maps, timing 

scheme) exists for the hodoscope and the GRINCH.
TODO: Both need to be included in a global layout including the trigger 

supervisor and trigger interfaces, and BigBite Calorimeter.
GEM electronics layout (Kondo) => in progress

Estimated completion date:
BB weldment layout: mid October 2018
GEMs: Will push to get something final by the end of December 2018

 * Detector package installation + BB calorimeter blocks test: => in progress
Test: Preshower Done (this summer); Shower: TODO (last time in 2016)
Installation: GRINCH Done; Timing Hodoscope: mostly done (need setup a 

permanent support);
Shower: Done; PreShower: TODO (ready to install, pending on hodoscope 

permanent fixation)
GEMs: INFN GEM frame exists – installation pending on success of cosmic 

tests.

Estimated completion date:
end December 2018 (all components but GEMs); end spring 2019 (GEMs).
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Electronics layout status
(GRINCH + Timing hodoscope)

HV
(GRINCH + 

Hodo)

DAQ
(GRINCH + 

Hodo)

TODO: Merge in the full layout including TS/TI, BigBite Calorimeter.

Item list, individual scheme at:
https://userweb.jlab.org/~efuchey/SBS_BB/BB_layout_20180705.pdf

https://userweb.jlab.org/~efuchey/SBS_BB/BB_layout_20180705.pdf
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 * BigBite trigger logic => in progress 
Schematics, trigger logic layout:  => mostly done
(might have slight details to settle such as retiming)
Assembly: just started (front end just moved to TED, testing individual 

components)

Estimated completion date:
Assembly – including timing tests: end october 2018
Tests with calorimeter blocks: End of March 2019

 * Hall layout in BigBite weldment, front-end, cable paths => mostly done

  * Full electronics assembly (BB weldment), commisioning
Electronics assembly: Not started => Need finalized layout
Commisioning: GRINCH standalone cosmics DAQ tests started;
GEM standalone cosmics DAQ tests underway;

Estimated completion date:
assembly of BB calorimeter electronics in weldment: end of January 2019
(Integration of other subsystems: by the end of spring 2019)

Current status / estimated completion time
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Hall A layout: BB weldment, front end, cable paths
BB at 33 degrees

<55m

(This length accounts for additional ~5m 
to go from floor up to BB frame)

HCal cables path

(Minimal required length)

Trigger cable: L < 25m
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BB calorimeter trigger logic layout

Item list, cabling maps, global scheme (+ preliminary timing) at
https://userweb.jlab.org/~efuchey/SBS_BB/BB_triggerlogic_cablingmaps.pdf

https://userweb.jlab.org/~efuchey/SBS_BB/BB_triggerlogic_cablingmaps.pdf
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Completion timeline: summary

 * End October 2018: 
BigBite Trigger layout assembled, tested;
Complete BigBite weldment layout;

 * End December 2018: 
All detectors (except maybe GEMs) installed
BigBite calorimeter blocks tested.

 * End January 2019: 
Assembly of BB calorimeter DAQ in weldment

 * End March 2019: 
BigBite trigger logic fully tested with calorimeter

 * End May-June 2019:
All subsystems electronics integrated in BB weldment 
GEMs installed into SBS detector package

Full test / commissioning with cosmics during summer of 2019 
until installation in hall
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Required equipment

BB weldment needs to be modified to adjust to the actuall needs of BB electronics 
(probably too large as is). Will probably require extra equipment to be identified.

Trigger logic:
* required equipment available, being assembled and tested.

BB Ecal:
* Most required items available – need to check for TI/TS

GRINCH: required equipment (HV, DAQ, cables) already procured, put together in 
TED;

Hodoscope: most equipment (HV, DAQ, cables) procured (or with procurement 
identified), with a few outstanding items:

* HV distribution box on BB frame + HV cables from box to PMTs
update: now being procured;

* VME CPU controller: expected to be supplied by JLab. Will study the possibility to run 
GRINCH and Hodoscope DAQ on same crate, to suppress this need.

* optional LV for NINO threshold control : 

GEMs: List of outstanding equipment to be supplied before readiness review.
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Summary

Standalone commissioning of BB detectors underway for GEMs, GRINCH. 
A few parts still need to be procured for hodoscope before going to this step;

Trigger logic implementation in progress: 
 * layout exists, will be updated and completed as assembling progresses
 * individual components being tested, and assembled
 * will be fully assembled, with timings tested by readiness review;

BB electronics layout being designed. Completed by readiness review

Detector package to be assembled and tested by the end of the year (except 
GEMs, likely installed by the end of Spring 2019)

Commissioning of full detector package starting Summer 2019, till 
installation in the Hall.
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backup
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BB front-end being assembled Detector package

Pictures from TED high bay
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